
Ry I 
Word game- 

There is a new word game, 

with instructions, on your 

learning journals. 

Reading: You will find two  

sets of reading cards and 

questions. Choose which of 

these you would like to do 

and complete the questions 

that go with them. 

Remember to answer in full 

sentences. 

Story Writing: Watch this 

animation 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=ICm7CWDPXXk   I 

would like you to create your 

own planet to add to the 12 

planets in the animation. 

First draw your own planet 

in the style of the planets as 

they appear in the 

animation. Then write three 

paragraphs. Your first 

paragraph should describe 

the aliens you create. The 

second paragraph should 

describe how they behave 

on your planet and the third 

paragraph should explain 

why they behave the way 

they do. Finally, give your 

planet a suitable name. 

You will find a 

worksheet on the 

use of “there, their 

and they’re.” Try 

writing your own 

sentences to show 

you know the 

difference. 

On your learning journals 

you will find a couple of 

sheets about finger spelling 

from the British Sign 

Language Group. There are 

activities to follow on these 

sheets.                                

Carry on with your next set 

of spelling words. Use any of 

the activities you have been 

doing, over these last few 

weeks, to help you learn 

your new spelling pattern. 

Listening and Talking-

Here is a link to story that 

you can listen to and read 

along with. The story is 

important and relevant in 

light of current events in 

the news regarding Black 

Lives  Matter. 
https://www.youtube.com

/watch?v=gW6jzzIwAQo 

Short link: 
https://tinyurl.com/

z2reuqx 

 

Numeracy: This week there 

are some challenges  and  

activities to choose.  

One challenge is a booklet, 

The Mystery of the Fidget 

Spinners.  There is a page of 

instructions included to help 

with working fractions of 

amounts. Have fun solving 

this maths mystery. 

 

There are top trumps 

style cards to work 

through. These are on 

your learning journals. 

You can play with two or 

more people. The 

instructions are included 

on the sheet. Enjoy and 

good luck! 

Try the times table 

treasure hunt  – 

there are two 

sheets  for this on 

your learning 

journals. 

 

On your learning 

journals you will find 

some outdoor maths 

challenge cards. The 

instructions are on a 

separate page. 

- 
https://www.treevalleyacade

my.com/geometric-animal-

art/ This link will show you 

how to draw this geometric 

arctic fox – or you can try a 

different animal – whichever 

one you draw  needs to be 

filled with a geometric 

patterns. Short link: 

https://tinyurl.com/

y6u7c2pe 

 

There is a second math 

mystery booklet for 

you to try. This one has 

quite a few revision 

skills. It is called The 

Mystery of 

Dragonspire Castle. 

You may want to 

have a look at  the 

Black Lives Matter 

informative 

colouring pages on 

the website  

You will find a ‘Great 

Language Challenge’ sheet 

on your learning journal.  

There are lots of activities. 

Most of the activities are 

Spanish based but some 

activities may involve 

another language! Choose to 

do as many of the activities 

as you like. 

https://supersimple.com/arti

cle/arctic-habitat-diorama/ 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=8GVQZ6vtS9g – 

These two clips show you 

how to make a diorama of 

the polar regions. You can 

make either or design your 

own. You will find some Inuit 

fact cards to include on your 

diorama as well as Inuit 

diorama figures to place in 

your diorama. You can draw, 

colour and cut out animals 

to add or if you have model 

animals you could include 

them! 
https://tinyurl.com/

y78c8uwv 

https://tinyurl.c

om/y9vzo2hr 

Another STEM challenge– 

Can you design a traditional 

winter Inuit home? These 

clips may help you – In this 

clip sugar cubes are used -

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=XXsxIehkpWc      

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=70UtNkVXelk  you 

could try marshmallows, as 

in this clip. Or you may 

choose to us any recycled 

material you have at home. 

https://tinyurl.com/

yatdsoh7 

https://tinyurl.com/

y7zgyn2t 

 
This week you will find STEM 

instruction cards that explain 

how to make ‘Blubber 

Gloves’ This investigation is 

to find out if a layer of fat 

really does help keep out the 

cold! 

 

You will find information 

sheets and an activity sheet 

on the web page. These 

pages are about animal 

habitats and climate change 

in the Polar Regions. 
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